Wetting films of lipids in the development of sensitive interfaces. An electrochemical approach.
Solid-supported thin liquid films of lipids, contacting an electrolyte phase, turned out to be a dependable system in the field of bosensors. The investigations of these objects during the past decade reveal some of their intriguing features enabling the application in constructions of receptor part with 'two-dimensional' arrangement. As a model system, complementary to the other artificial analogs of biomembranes, the wetting films of lipids offer certain advantages concerning the compromise between the stability and flexibility of the molecular structures involved in sensing. The basic principles underlaying the techniques of formation, as well as the conditions of the films stability are emphasized in the present consized review. While no limitations are imposed by the way of preparation, the films seem especially profitable in conjunction with methods for electrochemical signal transduction. In this regard some prominent examples are discussed.